
Friedrich Flick was a industrialist who created a major empire 
in coal and steal between the two World Wars. His facotories 
were spread all over Germany. The German government dur-
ing the Second World War needed workers and manpower for 
accomplishing the goal. Besides recruited men, German gov-
ernment used prisoners of war, inmates of concetration camps, 
eastworkers and foreign workers.

During the whole time, 120000 people were forced to work for 
him and 10000 of them died. 

The question the court is now facing is If it was forced labour or 
enslavement and If it was enslavement was it a crime against 
humanity?

The prosecution accuses Mr.Flick for the comission of the 
crime against Humanity of enslavement as a superior civilian 
commander.

The defenders brought multiple arguments for example: Mr.
Flick didn‘t know about the conditions in his factory, Even if he 
knew he wouldn‘t be able to change anything.

The prosecutors had various arguments, for example: The in-
humane and extremely difficult conditions in the factories con-
stitute enslavement and not forced labour. 

At first when the judges came into the court room, everyone 
stood up and after permission of the magistrates, ones sat 
down. The judge introduced the case to the audience. 

Next prosecutors started reading out their prosecution speech. 
After that, the defense held their speech too. In addition to that, 
the judges began asking the questions about the case to both 
sides. By the time as more questions were asked both sides be-
came a little uncertain. The judges stayed very confident the 
whole time because of their winking helper in the first row.  

All of us, even the ones who didn‘t manage to remain focus on 
the trial, because of the destruction they were holding in their 
hands are looking forward for the verdict.

The verdict was ment to start at 11:00, but it was delayed to 
11:45, but it actually started at 11:58. Everybody was tense and 
a bit nervous.

The judges confirmed the workers as slaves and not as forced 
workers. The court found, that however it is beyond reasona-
ble doubt that he consciously disregarded information which 
clearly indicated the circumstances. One example is that 10000 
workers died in his factories which means that Mr. Flick had to 
request 10000 new workers. He couldn‘t have requested such 
a large number of workers without knowing what happened 
exactly. The court also found , that Mr. Flick had a lot of power 
which he could have used to help the workers since he had a 
special position in NAZI Germany. 

Judges found the accused Friedrich Flick guilty. After some dis-
cussion, for all of these reasons, this court sentences Mr.Frie-
drich Flick to 11 years of imprisonment.

11 Years For 10.000 lives.
By Johanna Schüdde and Luka Tchovelidze.-
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 The Bosnian Croat soldier, Dražen Erdemović is taken to court 
for murder, crime against humanity.  

The historical background
After the end of the cold war three of the six states of Yugo-
slavia became independent, even though there were several 
conflicts caused by ethnical differences. Due to these poitical 
but also economical conflicts there was war arising. To help the 
people who had to flee from the ‘ethnical cleansing’ the united 
nations created safe areas. On of these was in  Srebrenica, but 
the Bosnian Serb army attacked it and several man and boys 
were executed. 

The crime happened on July 16th 1995 in Branjevo farm, near 
the town of Pilica where Erdemović was ordered to execute 
about 1,200 Bosniak men and boys between the ages 17-60 years 
who had surrounded to the members of the Bosnian Serb police 
or army near Srebrenica.  

The atmosphere in the court room was really tense. The dis-
cussion between the prosecution (Sakura Radscheidt, Ba-
nuchichak Gurbanova, Anzhelika Grkikyan) and the defense 
(Klaudia Obtułowicz, Elene Phataridze, Julieta Petrosyan) was 
extremely heated. There was no doubt left that the judges (Has-
mik Asatryan, Paul Steinhauer, Olaf Patryas) will have a tough 
decision to make.

The main argument from Prosecution
‘He had the choice, everyone has’- as said by the prosecutor 
Sakura Radscheidt. 

Harm he caused was greater than what he was trying to avoid: 
he killed 70 people just to save his life. According to the prose-
cution the accused acted not only as a part of the system, but 

also as an individual. Because of these claims they demanded 
18 years of imprisonment from the judges.

The main argument from Defense
‘He was threatened that if he did not follow the orders he and 
his family would get killed’- introduced Klaudia Obtułowicz to 
the judges.

He tried his best to reduce the damage to minimum and after 
the war finished he voluntarily took up contact with the court 
so he could repay for his crimes and also bring other perpetra-
tors to trial. Therefore the defense found him innocent, but 
even if he is found guilty they ask for no more than 3 years of 
imprisonment.

The verdict
The atmosphere before the judges gave the final sentence was 
strained and everyone was waiting for the verdict impatiently. 
There were three main aspects the judges considered: Was his 
action necessary to avoid the threat? If so, was his action rea-
sonable to avoid the threat? And did Mr. Erdemović cause “No 
greater harm than the one he sought to avoid”? In all of these 
questions they agreed with the defense. 

Are we surprised? The answer is no. The defense had such a 
strong argumentation line that they left the judges without any 
doubt about the final outcome. The case seemed to be pretty 
clear. Even the prosecution itself stated during the press con-
ference that they were sure that there is basically no chance to 
win the trial. The topic, as said by Banuchichak Gurbanova is 
just too emotional to stay completely professional. 

That’s why the discussions from the MICC project can be really 
difficult, but that’s what makes it so important as it is.  

Crime Against Humanity 
– an Action of Fear? 
By Magdalena Trojan, Lea Lehnen, Ana Kareli.
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Simon Bikindi was born in Rwerere commune, Gisenyi pre-
fecture, Rwanda.  He was a famous composer and singer of 
popular music and director of the performance group Irindiro 
Ballet. Additionally, he was an official in the Ministry of Youth 
and Sports of the government of Rwanda and MRND member. 
Regarding to Rwandan legislation governing rights of author, 
as well as he had an opportunity to forbid or enjoin public 
broadcasts of his compositions.  Also he was a shareholder in 
the RTLM radio station. 

Rwanda, a country in the Great Lakes Region of Africa, gained 
independence from Belgian colonial rule in 1959. By 1961, the 
traditional Tutsi-dominated monarchy was abolished and the 
Rwandan republic was proclaimed and a new President elected, 
who was a member of the Hutu group. Violent struggles broke 
out, and many Tutsis fled the country over the following years. 
On 1 October 1990, the armed wing of the RPF (Rwandan Patri-
otic Front), an exile Tutsi organisation, deserted their posts in 
the Ugandan army and invaded northern Rwanda. As a result 
of these talks  in 1993 they signed the Arusha Accords in order 
to create a power-sharing government. However, the deal left 
many MRND members unpleasant, and specifically the violent 
youth-wing of the MRND party, the   Interahamwe, protested 
in the streets and started arming themselves. 

Immediately after that On April 6, 1994, a plane carrying Habya-
rimana and Burundi’s president Cyprien Ntaryamira was shot 
down over the capital city of Kigali, leaving no survivors.  In the 
span of following   100 days until mid-July, it is evaluated that 
about 800.000 to 1.000.000 Rwandans were killed, constituting 
70 % of the Tutsi population and 20 % of Rwanda’s total popula-
tion. The killing ended when the RPF defeated the army and the 
MRND militias and took control of the Kigali.

The atmosphere in the court was really so streamy. The absence 
of one prosecutors didn’t affect the whole process  of trial. 

Simon Bikindi created music with messages of division and ha-
tred, he was also shareholder in RTLM radio station. His songs 

were frequently played on national radio stations in Rwanda 
from 1990. According to prosecutors proposals, these lyrics 
had a great impact on decisions of  people because it contained 
some hate messages about division before the genocide. In ad-
dition to all this radio station had played a huge role during that 
time and his support indicated agreement with the mission and 
politics of the station. They emphasized that also the song was 
composed before the genocide, in that time there were some 
little conflicts happened. So at the end of the trial prosecutors 
asked for punishment of 12  years of imprisonment for accused 
Ms Simon Bikindi, guilty of  the crime  against humanity   ac-
cording to Article 6 (a) and 25 (3) (c) of the Rome Statute.

Opposite the proposal of the Prosecutors, The defense high-
lighted that there was huge difference between the genocide 
and the little conflicts. Besides, they also emphasized that gov-
ernment pressure was under him. And defenders argued that 
the conflict happened not because of Bikindi’s songs, but be-
cause of the tension between ethnic groups and the killing of 
the president; hence, the main reason was president  it was im-
possible to start a war only by a song. 

And after all arguments, defense required that no more than  
2 years of punishment Mr. Simon Bikindi could be sentenced.

During the Verdict the judges confirmed all the reasons that 
prosecuters had mentioned before and as a result of all this 
Court sentenced Mr. Simon Bikindi to 6 years of imprisonment. 

And it is worth mentioning that the Defense team weren’t 
surprised they were so pleased about the results  and they had 
nothing to add during the press Conference. As far as we con-
sidered that Defense team also had some strong arguments, yet 
unfortunately They could not stand for them, since they did not 
prepare for their homework well enough. Additionally, Judge 
team  also pointed in Press Conference that Defense  team re-
peat the same arguments several times which were  not strong  
enough  to make a sense. 

The Last Song of Simon Bikindi.
By Roza Mkhitaryan, Raisa Soghomonyan, Javanshir Sadikhov 
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Art - one of the oldest ways to express yourself and deal with cer-
tain things. Art came before the language. The question is can we 
limit art? Because art is also an opinion in some way and every-
body got the right to have there own opinion and point of view. 
But where is the point an opinion or a point of view in not accept-

able anymore and what are the reason why it is not accapteble? 
This point is reached when the point of view or opinion does not 
accept other people because they are the way they are. You should 
not accapt an opinion that is not accepting others because then it 
is not an oppinion anymore,it is hate.

Your own freedom stops where somebody elses freedom is 
harmed or limited by your freedom. That means at the piont 
when you use you freedom to hurt somebody else or to drag 
somebody else that persons freedom gets minimized.

The most common and popular way of art nowdays is music. 
Everybody all around the world has accses to music even if 
you are at the lonlyest place on eath, you can sing. Music takes 
place in every culture mostly to deliver a message or to tell a 
story.  It never has benn more easy to spread a song al around 

the world than it is nowdays with the help of you tube, spotify, 
sound cloud etc.

So this is a great opporunity to spread messages of peace and 
love and to get the peoles attention to specific topics. Of course 
there are a lot of songs dealing with these mentioned things but 
because our world became faster and faster in the last few dec-
ades and the people want more entertainment. Because of that, 
more music has to be produced in less time, so quantaty is now 
more important then quality, not to everyone but to the most 
amount of people. To give you an example from my country, 
in germany, german rap is the most famous  genre at the mo-
ment. Of course there are a lot of rap artists using this genre to 
discuss political issues but the biggest amount of the rap artists 
in germany use this genre to show of themselfs, what their got 
and there crew. Not only that they are showing of these thing, 
there are also showing of their image of women,wich is very 
conservative and contemptuous. Song lines like ‘‘ A women will 
for ever be a object‘‘ are the harmless ones and not something 
special anymore. A hard example would be ‘‘ You can say what 
you want, it is all about the one thing big tits, tight pussys, 
blowlips and long legs‘‘. A child every age has the possibility to 
listen to songs like things. Even some of them are played in the 
radio and because they are so popular they played at partys and 
in clubs as well wich means whenever I as a girl go out to party i 
am forced to listen to songs that tell me and my i am worthless. 
So baically the most teenagers listen to songs that are telling 
them that a women is only there for sex, doing all the work in 
the household and raising children. 

 When it comes to a discussion with rappers who are writing 
texts like that or peolpe who are fans of these rappers, they will 
say that we are not supposed to take it to serious, that it is just 
a joke and they will argue with the freedom of art. The point is 
you can not decide what hurts people and what does not. Even 
if ther do not really mean what their are saying not everybody 
knows that. Also music has such a huge influence on society, 
especially on children and teenagers. And if the image of wom-
en they face the most is that woman are not equal to men and 
that there are just objects and that you can use them whenever 
you want to, for everything you want to without her permission 
they will internalize that image and live by it. 

So is it art to attac certain social groups? I doubt it, hate is no 
oppinion and above all not art.

The Ruling ,,Georgia dream’’ party and the united opposition(-
coalition) have reached an agreement on holding the upcoming 
parliamentary elections in October of 2020. The elected par-
liament shall consist of 120 members elected through the pro-
portional system and 30 members elected via the majoritarian 
system. The electoral threshold for the proportional elections 

will be set at 1%. The agreement will define no Single party, that 
obtains less than 40% of the votes is allowed to get its majori-
ty in the parliament. The undersigned parties have also jointly 
stated the ongoing dialogue aimed to ensure ,,Free and fair’’ 
parliamentary elections in 2020 and it should reflect the wills 
and requirements of the Georgians.  

When Enough is Enough?
By Johanna Schüdde

,We, the undersigned parties have engaged in dialogue in 
the interest of ensuring free fair parliamentary elections in 
2020 that reflect the will of the Georgian people. We agree 
on the importance of upholding and striving for the highest 
standards in the functioning of Georgia’s judicial system. 
While differences remain, we all agree on the necessity of 
addressing actions that could be perceived as inappropriate 
politicization of Georgia’s judicial and electoral processes 
and of avoiding any such actions in the future. We welcome 
the president’s offer to facilitate, within her constitution-
al powers, a free, fair and transparent electoral process.’’ - 
Written in ,,joint statement’’

In order to bring this agreement into force there are needed 
legislative changes. 

Proportional representation system treats an entire country as 
a singe constituency and asks voters to vote nationally for party 
lists. It means, that political parties are appointed seats in par-
liament depending on their total of votes.

,,Georgian dream (party) has achieved consensus with the op-
position in the election system for 2020. 120/30 with 1% thresh-
old. Georgian democracy is rapidly progressing under Georgian 
dream.’’ - writes Mayor of Tbilisi , Kakha Kaladze on Twitter.

However, the basis of this agreement is the demonstrations and 
protests of last year. Following June protests left about 240 peo-
ple injured, ,,Georgian Dream’’ had promised to make changes 
in the country’s electoral system. Changes would provide more 
space for smaller parties to be part of the decision-making 
process, allowing parliament to represent a wider segment of 
Georgian society.  But at that time it didn’t happen, ,,Georgian 
dream’’(party) deceived people. Protesters said, that they were 
angry about government, which might think it could get away 
with going back on its promise. Therefore thousands of people 
went outside in the street and started protesting to vent their 
anger over parliament’s rejection of an electoral reform that 
was demanded by protesters in summer.  Frankly speaking, 
that time,  everyone thought, that their protests wouldn’t have 
any results, they were in despair because there was no hopeful 
answer from the government. However, it has happened. 

Besides electoral system, all the parties are preparing for the 
October elections. They are having campaign in the different 
regions of Georgia (Georgia is divided into regions, like states) 
and trying to convince people why they are better, than other 
parties. On the political arena, the new parties have appeared, 
called ,,Lelo’’, ,,Girchi’’, they offer the Georgians various prom-
ises, so there are many options to choose. But who knows which 
of them are best, maybe neither of them or perhaps all of them.

Our world has an endless number of big and small prob-
lems. However, at present, the greatest and most urgent 
problem of humanity is undoubtedly the global Eco-En-
ergy problem. 

Human and Nature had existed peacefully for thousands 
of years in harmony with each another, and humans have 
enjoyed the blessings of Nature without harming it. 

However, this idyllic process began to break since the end 
of the eighteenth century. The reason was the Industrial 
Revolution, which began with the creation and operation 

Elections in Georgia and Electoral System
By Luka Tchovelidze

https://www.voanews.com/europe/georgia-ruling-party-announces-reforms-amid-continued-protests
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Source: https://phys.org/news/2019-07-expert-panel-climate-canada-potential.html

which have been considered the white lungs of the planet, 
existed in a stable equilibrium. Now these forests are de-
stroyed at a rate of 20 hectares per minute (!). If so, they 
will disappear from the Earth for a few decades, further 
exacerbating the climate change process.

 The wounds inflicted by human on the Earth are best 
seen from space. In the Pacific Ocean, there is a gray spot 
that drifts between America and Asia from time to time. 
This stain is the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, with an area 
of   about 15 million square kilometers, almost millions of 
tons, mostly plastic, which will only start degrading after 
700 years and will only fully degrade in 1000 years, formed 
in an area of   Europe. This dump is in the form of a horra, 
where plastic waste floats on the surface of the ocean at 
different depths up to a hundred meters. The island is a 
charge that has been considered a symbol of human’s in-
humanity for nature for a century. 

The demand for bioresources around the world is growing 
dramatically. Due to the increase in population, material 
demand, occupation of new territories of industrial and 
infrastructural facilities, the degradation of planting and 
pasture areas, the bio-capacity available to every inhabitant 
of the planet over the last fifty years,  nearly doubled to 1.7 
global-hectares. The Earth is a fairly large physical, biolog-
ical and geological location, but it is not worth the illusion 
of its resource potential. To clarify this issue, let’s practice 
this: Let’s take an apple as a model of the Earth. Let us di-
vide it into four equal parts and take only one part. This 
means that one-fourth of the Earth’s surface is dry land, 
and the remaining 3/4 is composed of salty oceans that are 
not suitable for living. Divide 1/4 of our land into two parts, 
and about half of the land is covered by deserts, glaciers, 
cliffs and agricultural areas. We only have 1/8 of the Earth’s 
surface, which is only a very thin layer of the earth’s sur-
face. As a result, it continues to decline year by year …

Onore de Balzac’s novel Shagren’s skin is based on a phil-
osophical plot. A young man named Rafael de Valenten 
decides to kill himself by throwing himself into the Sena 

River as a result of his life’s failures. However, before he 
commits suicide, he enters the store selling antiques. 
When the old shop owner became aware of the young 
man’s condition, he gave him a magical item - a Shagren 
skin. Behind the skin was written in Sanskrit letters: “By 
having me you will achieve all things, but your life will be 
mine.” Here’s Höten’s Faust deal with the Devil… Con-
sequently, every dream of Raphael will come true, but it 
will be accompanied by a shrinking of the skin and, ac-
cordingly, the declining youth. Shagren’s skin fulfills the 
wishes of a young man, but his body is very heavy - life 
becomes more and more meaningless to this young man. 
He wanted to be rich and miraculously rich. Realize all 
your dreams and desires, but you cannot be happy. On 
the contrary, it is gradually morally and physically de-
pressed, tuberculosis, and dying. Magical skin is rich and 
well-being, but in return, the young man is miserable and 
deprives of the joys of life. Shagren’s skin is symbolic of 
the life of a young man, and in return for any wish he has, 
he must lose some of his life spiritually and physically.

Climate change is already beginning to transform life in 
Azerbaijan. In case of failure to take timely actions, the 
impacts of climate change threaten to catastrophically 
damage the beauty that surrounds us. The hottest year on 
record globally in 2015 could be just another average year 
by 2025 if carbon emissions continue to rise at their cur-
rent rate. Gulmali Suleymanov, the head of the Climate 
Change and Ozone Center at the Ecology and Natural Re-
sources Ministry, agrees that the forecast can justify itself 
if  no steps taken”.

“The 5th assessment report of the Intergovernmental Pan-
el shows that if nothing is done during the next 10 years, 
then the temperature can increase by 3 degrees by 2050. 
Additionally, climate change alone is expected to threat-
en with extinction approximately one quarter or more of 
all species on land by the year 2050. In recent years, the 
seasons change differently and summers become hotter, 
also winters become warmer  with considerably less snow 
than many years ago in Azerbaijan

Mankind has gained strength in yet another way … The 
heat machine resembles the Giant in glass tale. He is in the 
service of his “owner” - Human. But as a Giant, he is also a 
source of ever-increasing danger to his owner - his appe-
tite is increasing day by day, year after year. The point is 
that the Divine “food” of the Heat Machine is the natural 
mineral fuels that have been stored on Earth for millions 
of years - oil, gas, coal, peat and so on. and while some of 
their energy is consumed by burning, some of the other, 
more important, is released into the environment as dirty 
energy, toxic substances. The spectacular energy transfor-
mations are accompanied by a dramatic changes in Earth.

Yet, in this world if we want to obtain mechanical or elec-
trical energy from thermal energy, then we have to pay 
taxes to the environment. This tax is quite heavy and is 
thrown into the environment in the form of dirty, toxic 
energy called Anergy, which is no longer available for us-
age. For  example, the efficiency of modern cars is about 
0.2. This means that only 2 liters of every 10 liters of gas-
oline in your car are spent on useful work and that will 
drive the engine. The remaining 8 liters of toxic energy is 
released from the “clutter” into the environment … 

Besides, for a long time, people who fought with stone, 
and then with sword, spear, arrow and later, discovered 
more perfect methods of killing each other with firearms. 
Today, nuclear weapons, chemical, bacteriological weap-
ons in military arsenals are capable of killing all living 
things on Earth, including humanity, not once but hun-
dreds of times. Millions of people are on the brink of hun-
ger and misery, and around $ 4 million per minute (!) Is 
spent on military purposes around the world. Mankind 
has made great strides, especially in recent years, with 

unprecedented scientific and technological results. These 
achievements could make a human being happy ... But, 
alas, scientific advances are more likely to serve the war 
and the destruction of nature.

The Giant has already been removed from the glass and 
it is not an easy task to close it again. Now it is impossi-
ble for people to refuse from cars, airplanes, and it is very 
difficult to avoid a wide range of entertainment, clothing, 
food, lifestyle and extremism. Human has become a help-
less creature in front of his own self … The Divine Plan 
of Nature is broken. Excessive pollution, poisoning of the 
ocean, soil, atmosphere, and, as a consequence, global 
warming, ozone fractures, and new diseases are all signs 
of the impending global environmental crisis. 

According to Global Footprint Network, in the last two 
generations only about half of wildlife has been destroyed. 
Every year, 40 billion tons of carbon dioxide is released 
into the atmosphere. According to the International Me-
teorological Organization, it is currently in the Earth’s 
atmosphere CO2 concentration has reached a record level 
over the past 800,000 years. Undoubtedly, this is one of 
the main causes of the global warming process, and as a 
result, the average temperature of the Earth is increasing 
significantly. Those who deny this fact are either naive or 
people with certain political or business interests.

One of the most obvious manifestations of global warm-
ing is the rapid melting of Antarctic and Arctic glaciers. 
Increased CO2 in the atmosphere leads to an increase 
in the acidity of ocean waters, which eventually leads to 
irreversible changes in the fauna and flora of the ocean 
as a whole. For millions of years, humid tropical forests, 

of heat-steam machines. In fact, modern civili-
zation - cars, airplanes, lighting, heating, in 
general the material and energy comforts 
in our lives - mainly because of the revolu-
tion created by thermal machines. Thus, 
each revolution is creative and progres-
sive, but also requires great sacrifices, 
accompanied by destructive modern-
ization. To exemplify, although the 
Great French Revolution declared the 
fundamental ideals of people, peace, 
equality and brotherhood as a means 
of destabilizing feudalism in Europe, 
it was followed by the deportation of 
hundreds of thousands of Frenchmen 
and eventually led to a new dictatorship. 

The creation of heat engines was also a rev-
olution - a great revolution, with all its crea-
tive and destructive properties ... These machines 
freed people from hard work, caused huge quantities 
and quality leaps in production and transportation, and 
provided high comfort standards in people’s lifestyles. 

On 19 February 2020, nine people were killed and five oth-
ers hurt by a far-right extremist, Tobias R.,  in a shisha bar 
in Hanau, Hesse, Germany. Right after the terrorist shooting 
the  perpetrator returned to his apartment where he killed his 
mother an after that, killed himself. 

According to the information, the perpetrator acted inde-
pendently, there are no known connections to an extremist 
group. In his apartment the police found a manifesto in which 
he presented his radical views. The content is extremist and full 
of irrational of conspiracy theories, and the perpetrator there-
fore is considered  mentally ill. Despite the confusing content, 
everything has been written in perfect grammar, which leads to 

the question to what extend the attack was caused by his men-
tal illness. Experts claim that the man‘s racism had nothing to 
do with it, but that he became delusional. In his manifesto he 
dashes not only against Muslims, but also Jews and other reli-
gious and also ethnic groups. 

Tobias R. already contacted a detective agency years before the 
attack, to gather evidence for his delusions, and also sought 
contact with the hessian authorities. It was known that he le-
gally possessed weapons, he belonged to a gun club.

All this leads to the question whether the attack could not have 
been prevented. Summarizing, the perpetrator was a xneopho-
bic man, who is a member of a rifle club, owns guns and who 
presents his insane theories influenced by his racist views to an 
official. A large part of the public accuses the Hessian author-

Hanau Shootings. 
By Lea Lehnen
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ities  and the managers of the shooting club for not question-
ing his intentions, and for facilitating the property of weapons, 
even though the gun laws in Germany are among the most 
stringest in the world, and were tightened further in recent 
years after other mass shootings. 

German chancellor Angela Merkel after the attack stated: „Rac-
ism is a poison. Hate is a poison and this poison exists in our soci-
ety and is already to blame for many crimes.“ In December 2019, 
the German newspaper „ZEIT“ said that right-wing extremist 
groups in Germany, but as well in lot of European countries, are 
gaining strenght, aggression against refugees and asylum seek-
ers is on the rise, However, the judiciary is investigating only a 
few perpetrators.                                                                                                                                        

The Office for the Protection of the Constitution at federal and 
state level currently assigns more than 32,200 citizens to the 
extreme right-wing spectrum. One of the reasons for that is 
that, unlike in previous years, spectra of the right-wing party 
„Alternative für Deutschland“ (alternative for Germany), are 
classified as right-wing extremism.  The party “alternative for 

Germany” has experienced an enormous upswing since 2016. 
Many Germans felt threatened by the many refugees in this year, 
as they themselves had to fight for their livelihood, and felt not 
taken seriously by politics. These people saw the “alternative for 
Germany” as a way out, and many of them project their fears and 
frustrations about politics on refugees and foreigners in general. 

Right extremism is an issue, that concerns everyone. Even, or 
especially those who are not directly affected themselves by it, 
should stand up against hate in any form instead of looking 
away. Civil courage and enlightenment are important means to 
fight right extremism. A lot of people radicalize themselves be-
cause they are afraid of everything that is foreign and everything 
that could restrict their personal space. Studies show, that most 
voters of the „Alternative for Germany“ feel threatened by what 
they do not know. 

Furthermore, everyone has the opportunity to get involved and 
to stand up for tolerance. It is not said that such terror attacks 
like Hanau shootings can be avoided by only that, but tolerance 
and empathy can defeat hatred!    

Velvet Revolution in Armenia 
By Roza Mkhitaryan

( I n ) E q u a l i ty  I n  Po l a n d ?
By Magdalena Trojan
By Lea Lehnen

64,6 %. That’s how many percents of the surveyed stated that 
they are against same-sex marriages in Poland, according to the 
survey from December 2019. Another 73,1% said that are against 
adoption by same-sex couples. How does the life of LGBT com-
munity really look like in Poland?

LGBT-Free Zone
More than 80 zones in Poland have declared LGBT ideology-free 
zone, which means, that particular areas refuse to encourage 

tolerance for the community’s rights. According to an “Atlas of 
Hate” map created by activists, an area greater than the size of 
Hungary has effectively become an “LGBT-free zone”, mainly 
in the south of Poland. That includes powiats such as: Białystok 
County, Jarosław County or Ryki County.

Law and Justice leader (PiS) Jaroslaw Kaczynski has said, “Hands 
off our children!” — implying that “LGBT ideology” threatens 
the morality and health of young Poles. The  Anti-LGBT rhetoric 

went into overdrive in February 2019, when newly elected War-
saw Mayor Rafal Trzaskowski from the largest opposition force 
(Civic Coalition), adopted an “LGBT Charter” promising support 
for vulnerable lesbian, gay and transexual people and combat-
ing discrimination. The resolution says its purpose is to “defend 
children, youth, families and Polish schools from sexual deprav-
ity and indoctrination, which lead to many pathologies already 
existing in Western countries, such as accepting pornography, 
abortion, sexual criminality, the crisis of the family and many 
others”.

The equality parade attack  
Equality parades in Poland are attacked on a regular basis by far-
right activists. The best example is the LGBT rights march that 
was targeted by far-right groups in Białystok, where the unprec-
edented levels of violence took place. Approximately 800 to 1,000 
pride marchers were opposed by thousands of members of far-
right groups, football fans, and others who threw rocks, bottles, 
and firecrackers at the marchers. The protesters shouted “Bialy-
stok free of perverts” and “God, honor and motherland”. During 
the event, dozens of marchers were injured.

“LGBT-Free Zone” stickers
A Polish newspaper, Gazeta Polska (known for its strong support 
for the Law and Justice party) announced in July 2019 plans to 
distribute stickers proclaiming an “LGBT-free zone” to its read-
ers. It included the stickers, which feature an image of a black 
cross over a Pride flag alongside the slogan. On 25th July, a Dis-
trict Court in Warsaw ordered the Gazeta Polska weekly to with-
draw the anti-LGBT stickers from circulation. However Gazeta’s 

editor dismissed the ruling saying it was “fake news” and censor-
ship, and that the paper would continue distributing the sticker.

The new “plague”
“We also know that our land is thankfully no longer affected by 
the red plague, which does not mean that there is no new one 
that wants to control our souls, our hearts and minds” – said 
the archbishop of Krakow Marek Jędraszewski during a homily 
to mark the 75th anniversary of the Warsaw Uprising (against 
Nazi occupation). While saying the ‘red plague’ he referred to 
communism comparing it to the new ‘rainbow plague’ (the LGBT 
ideology). 

Thankfully the young generation is not giving up and hopes for 
a better future, where ‘love is love’ and people don’t discriminate 
each other because of their differences.

Armenia’s political landscape was shaken by a Velvet Revolution 
– an unprecedented, nonviolent and peaceful revolution, which 
brought a huge variety of changes.

On March 2, 2018 with a two-thirds majority vote, Armenia’s par-
liament voted to elect Armen Sarkissian as president of Armenia.

Under the new system, the president’s role becomes largely cer-
emonial while the majority of power lies within the Prime Min-
istry and Parliament. Much of Armenia’s population interpreted 
the constitutional referendum as a political manoeuvre by Presi-
dent Serzh Sargsyan to inherit the Prime Minister position after 
his final term as President concludes. Prior to the National As-
sembly vote for Prime Minister (scheduled to take place on April 
17, 2018), Armenian citizens around the country had already 
taken to the streets to protest Sargsyan’s candidacy. Nikol Pa-
shinyan, the opposition leader of the protests, had organized a 
march from Gyumri to Yerevan, which started on March 31, 2018, 
resulting in a massive culmination of protesters on April 13, 2018 
at Republic Square, gathering in anticipation of Sargsyan’s elec-
tion as Prime Minister. Surely enough, on April 17, 2018, Arme-
nia’s Parliament voted 77-17 in favor of Serzh Sargsyan to become 
Armenia’s Prime Minister, even after previously stating that he 
would not accept the position after his presidency concluded. 
Tens of thousands of people under the direction of opposition 
leader Nikol Pashinyan convened daily at Republic Square with 

support throughout the country in objection to Sargsyan’s elec-
tion as Prime Minister, calling on him to resign.

On April 22, 2018, Sargsyan agreed to meet with Pashinyan, 
which was likely due to the growing size of the protests against 
Sargsyan’s appointment as Prime Minister. A brief exchange of 
words took place, in which Sargsyan left the meeting abruptly.
Several hours after the meeting, Pashinyan was detained by po-
lice, causing further outrage amongst protesters.

During the election of a Prime Minister, the various factions 
within the National Assembly have the right to forward a candi-
date for the position. Under the pressure of the peaceful move-
ment, all political blocs and parties apart from the ruling Repub-
lican party, including the Yelk faction, Tsarukyan Alliance and 
the Dashnaktsutyun, supported Pashinyan’s candidacy. No other
candidate was put forward, since the Republican party, which 
had a qualified majority, was in disarray after its leader’s resigna-
tion. The three other political groups only held 47 parliamentary
seats in total, requiring an addition of six votes to secure the 53 
votes required to be elected.

On May 1, Parliament was set to vote on whether or not Nikol 
Pashinyan would become Prime Minister. After multiple state-
ments from various members of Parliament, the vote was 45-57
resulting in Nikol Pashinyan not being elected. According to Ar-
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menia’s constitution, Parliament must reconvene in one week 
for a re-vote. If parliament fails to elect a Prime Minister a second
time, Parliament dissolves and popular elections are held. Be-
cause of parliament’s failure to elect a prime minister, Nikol Pa-

shinyan called on the citizens of Armenia to paralyse 
the country by blocking roads, government facilities 
and airports.

On May 8, Pashinyan secured the votes needed and 
became the new Prime Minister of Armenia. Pash-
inyan’s post-revolution government plan-of-action 
includes multiple undertakings such as combatting 
corruption, establishing social equality, dismantling 
monopolies, creating a competitive marketplace, 
calling for snap parliamentary elections, improving 
national security
and engaging in electoral reform.

His new government plan was approved by the Na-
tional Assembly on June 7, 2018, and was passed 62 
vs. 39. Post-revolution developments thus far in-
clude the vigorous dismantling of corruption and 
recovery of state funds and goods.

Source: EURASIA PARTNERSHIP FOUNDATION  “Velvet Revolution and Political De-

velopments in Armenia” Briefing Book September 2018
What’s So Special About  Krzyżowa? 
By Roza Mkhitaryan

The Most Dangerous Place for Women Is their Home.
Ana Kareli 

ena Trojan
By Lea Lehnen

In every society, femicide is a huge problem. The definition of 
femicide describes it as ”the killing of a woman or girl, in particu-
lar by a man and on account of her gender”. In my opinion, it’s 
much more than that. Any violence against women or even the 
idea that a man is more privileged than anybody else is the first 
step towards femicide. Every attempt to become a better society 
or to become a “more democratic country” means nothing to me 
if  “femicide is part of our culture” or “is present in our lives but 
we cannot do anything about it.”

The main reason why such things are being told in my country 
is poor education. And I’m mean not only thy scholar education 
but in general - the way we bring up our children. Education in 
poetry, literature, art and philosophy. Education should destroy 
myths and explain complexes. One of the reasons for male ag-
gression towards women are the stereotypes about “equality” be-
tween men and women.
 
On the other hand, it is not only about our education. It is also our 
behaviour. In my country, men think very often they “own” their 
wives. Also daughters or even mothers are being “possessed” by 
many men. This way of thinking and acting is present in many 
families for generations, young boys are being taught that they 
are better than girls and when they grow up they make the same 
mistake as their fathers, grandfathers … etc. This type of men just 
cannot realise that their wives, sisters, daughters… every woman 
is a person, the she has the same rights as them, she has senses 
and emotions. They simply don’t understand that every woman 
can do whatever she wants to do if it is not against the law. 

To be a woman in Georgia, according to the constitution, means 
that we (women) are equal with men but to become a happy and 
successful woman engages a lot of your courage. In the capital 

city and other big cities in my country it is much easy to be an 
independent woman, but in small villages and in the mountains 
it is much harder.

Femicide in Georgia (in the first month of 2020 alone): 8 women 
were killed because of domestic violence and many more victims 
will die in the following years. Don’t forget that Georgia is a little 
country, with a tiny population of about 3.718 million people. 

In my opinion 8 victims is unacceptable. One of the victims were 
killed recently by her husband in a public service hall. She was 
signing the divorce paper when her husband cut her throat in 
public. When the news about her death came out, Everyone said 
she was a mother, she was a daughter, that she was a friend for 
many, but no one said that she was a person who wanted to be 
happy and independent and live long live! 

The mentality of my society must change. Attitudes towards 
women are stereotypical and discriminatory. It is very important 
to empower women victims of violence. When a woman has no 
independent income, she endures violence or she thinks at least 
that she has no other option but to live dependently from her 
abuser.

We need to change this situation! We need to get more attention 
whenever we talk about femicide, more attention when we need 
help. We need better education, more female politicians, artists, 
scientists. Our situation could be described with Coldplay’s lyrics 
“we get what we want but don’t what we need”. It’s time for a 
change. 

Krzyżowa is a village in the administrative district of Gmina 
Świdnica, in southwestern Poland. The village is the site of an In-
ternational Youth Meeting Centre, which primarily brings Polish 
and German young people together for dialogue and educational 
programs. The settlement in the Silesian Duchy of Jawor-Świd-
nica was first mentioned in a 1335 deed. Like most of Silesia, the 
Krzyżowa area had been annexed by the Prussian king Frederick 
the Great after the First Silesian War in 1742. The manor was pur-
chased by the Prussian field marshal Helmuth von Moltke the El-
der after the Austro-Prussian War Chancellor of 1866, and from 
that time on this extensive property was the family seat of the 
Moltke noble family until 1945. The members of the anti-group 
Kreisau Circle met on the property, hosted by Helmuth von 
Moltke’s great-grandneph Nazi resistanceew Helmuth James 
Graf von Moltke, who was executed for treason against Germany 
in January 1945. After World War II the property was used as a 
farm, and still today the single houses carry names like cowshed 
or stable. On 12 November 1989, the Polish Prime Minister Ta-
deusz Mazowiecki and the German Federal held a reconciliation 
meeting there and decided to redevelop the property as an In-
ternational Youth Meeting Centre. After WWII the property was 
used as a farm, and still today the single houses carry names like 
cowshed or stable. On 12 November 1989, the Polish Prime Min-
ister Tadeusz Mazowiecki and the German Federal Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl held a reconciliation meeting there and decided to 
redevelop the property as an International Youth Meeting Cen-
tre. The property has several hectares of grounds, many comfort-
able guest rooms for youth groups as well as for private guests, a 
dining room (in a former cowshed), a cafeteria, sports rooms and 
sports fields, conference rooms (with simultaneous translation 
arrangement) as well as party rooms (with table tennis and pool). 
A restored castle containing an exhibition on the  Kreisau Cir-
cle is also located there.  It is worth mentioning that Castle and 
Manor Farm  Krzyżowa during the Second World War, called 
House on the Hill, owned by Helmut James von  Moltke, was the 
venue for meetings of the Kreisau Circle, a German resistance 
movement opposing the policy of Adolf Hitler. On 12 November 
1989, a Reconciliation Mass took place here, where the German 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and the Polish Prime Minister Tadeusz  

Mazowiecki took part. After 1945, the palace and the farm — used 
by a state-owned agricultural farm — fell into ruin. Reconstruc-
tion happened in the years 1992-1994. The building was in use as 
a conference center managed by the “Krzyżowa”  Foundation for 
Mutual Understanding in Europe. 

In addition to all this, in Krzyżowa all the participants (from Ar-
menia, Azerbaijan, Germany, Poland and Georgia) have that very 
opportunity  to communicate and  working with each other.  All 
of them are taking part in workshops and they organize  teams 
and work together. It is a great opportunity for all of us to learn 
new details about ICC which will broad our horizons and maybe 
it can change the way of thinking and worldview. 

Helmuth James Graf von Moltke
source: https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmuth_James_Graf_von_Moltke
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Tips and tricks to help our planet
Ana Kareli 

ena Trojan
By Lea Lehnen

Do you sometimes feel overwhelmed by all the terrible things 
that are happening in the world? Like the disregard of the hu-
man rights or the destruction of the environment? These two 
issues are often even connected with each others. In Germany, 
this overwhelming feeling has a special name: ,,Weltschmerz”, 
which means in word to word translation ,,worldpain”.                                                             
If you know this feeling and think that there is nothing what 
you can do about it, hopefully us from ,,Breaking views”  can 
break your views about it. Most of the times you can make a dif-
ference by changing just small things in your daily life. So now 
here are some tips and tricks to help our planet. 

First of all; clothings. The huge consumption of clothing is de-
pleting the resources, the transportation is producing a lot of 
carbon dioxide, and also fast fashion is exploiting the work-
ers. There are problems with child-labour, and just in general 
a lot of conflicts bound to this topic. So, instead of buying new 
clothes, just look if you can find any second hand stores. Your 
style will  maybe even become more individual and you will safe 
a lot of money. Also, do not throw away your old clothes which 

you do not like anymore; think about donating them, do some 
,,Do it your self” upcycling projects, or sell or give them to your 
friends. It can be a fun activity to meet with your friends, bring 
some old clothes and swap or modify them. 

Another domain is electrical devices. It is understandable that 
few people would want to get a second hand smartphone, but 
did you ever heard about ,,refurbished”? It is a company which 
recycles electrical devices such as mobile phones and laptops. 
It is saving many resources, but still the devices are like com-
pletely new. From this side  you can order smartphones from 
,,Apple” or ,,Samsung”  any other brand, but still it is environ-
mentally friendly and also avoid exploitation of workers, chil-
dren and countries like the congo or peru, from where most of 
the valuable materials are taken from. 

When it comes to the environment, the consumption of meat is 
always an important topic. It is not only about the animals, but 
also factory farming is hurting the environment in many areas. 
It is not always easy or even possible to eat vegetarian or even 

plant based, but when you are interested in trying it, you do not 
have to go from zero to one hundreds. When you eat meat, pay 
attention from where it comes from. Try to avoid factory pro-
duction, and you will help the animals, the environment and 
also your health. Also if you eat meat less frequently, then it will 
be something special and you can esteem it.

Little effort can achieve a lot. Little things like bringing your 
own bag when you go shopping to avoid plastic bags, always re-
membering to turn the lights out when you do not need them, 
walk or ride the bike instead of driving the car whenever it is 
possible, are easy things that everyone can do. 

If you like doing things by yourself, there are a lot of useful tools 
that you create to help the planet. An example is to make a Bees 
wax cloth, a tissue that replaces plastic-films and is reusable. There 
are a lot of easy instructions how to make it in the internet. 

All in all there are a lot of things that everybody can include in 
their daily life to help our environment and humanity. Climate 
protection effects everyone and for that it is important that if 
you have the chance to change even just a small thing about 
something in your lifestyle, do it. 

Five Questions: Jack Opio
By Luka Tchovelidze 

ena Trojan
By Lea Lehnen1: When did you leave Uganda and why?
I left Uganda in 2014 to do my master‘s programm until 2016. That was 
my primary reason to be in Germany.

2: Which role do you play at the MICC?
I first started working as a coordiator for the Uganda delegation but now 
i am working with Karim in the organisation Team, so everything flows.

3: What or Who do you miss the most in Uganda?
Uganda is my own country where i grew up and startet working at. I miss 
my family and also the kind of work I did there because it was way more 
visible and more like face to face work.

4:  What do you like the most about the MICC?
MICC is a very international project, where you get in touch with many 
different interesting  cultures and countries. I also really enjoy working 
with so many young, interactive and open-minded people. 

5: Which case do you think is the most interesting and why?
For me, Simon Bikindi‘s case is the most interesting, because it is diverse 
and present, also this looks to diverse branches of justice. It shows how 
tricky justice can be and how everything should be taken care of. 

It’s Nice To Meet You! :) 
By Roza Mkhitaryan and Lea Lehnen

Milena from Poland (Defence team)  
“I really enjoyed working with my colleagues from Germany and 
Armenia. The whole week in Krzyzowa was a really nice expe-
rience, I’ve met so many interesting people here. The food was 
okay :) The most interesting thing for today is that our school and 
all schools in Poland will be cloesd for two weeks because of the 
Corona virus.”

Paul from Germany (Judge team)
“ I am 18 years old, Right now I am still studying at my school, and 
I don’t really know whether I am still studying in there because 
our schools in Germany had few free weeks, because of Corona 
virus. May be my studying time is over. :) So, of course I like my 
time as a Judge because you are the one  that makes decision yet, 
so everyone likes walking around trying to do their best for you 

Source: https://www.iberdrola.com/environment/impacts-of-climate-change

Photo by: Michał Żak
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and at the end everyone looking at you making the verdict and 
then you bang the gavel like BUMMM! And I think it’s really nice. 
What about enjoying my time in Krzyzowa I would like to say 
that I have a problem with food, that probably I don’t get enough 
food but here everything is okay in Poloand. And people, they are 
so nice LOOK AT YOU, I know them few days but all of them in  
my heart right now.”

Mariam from Georgia (Defense team) 
“ Yes, I like my role and I think that the most interesting role is 
defense, because you have to defend someone, and not everyone 
agree with you.  Also I would like to add that I enjoy my time with 
people, because apart from official part we have great time with 
my new friends, we planed parties and we had a lot of time for  it 
and this is so funny. This has great importance, because at the 
end of the day we will take only experience and education from 
this kind of project.”

Anjelika from Armenia (Prosecution team)
“ Yes I like my role, because it was the first time for me as a pros-
ecutor and it was very interesting for me to work in that posi-
tion. It so fantastic to be  in Krzyzowa and I think all of us have 
that  opportunity  to make new friends from other countries and 
I found this place so perfect.”

Roya from Azerbaijan (Defence team) 
“ I am 2nd year student of Law faculty in Baku State University. 
Actually, I like my position, as a defence team it looks like play-
ing a game as advocate, so it’s good for me as a defence member. 
Absolutely….there was so much fun like we enjoy so much things 
there and I have something to say that judges prove the prosecu-
tion team, but nothing was proven by them in my case, in which 
judges made mistake.”

Nika from Georgia, (Judge team)
“Working as a judge was really challenging, but I still liked it.  
It means that you have to carry a big responsibility on your shoul-
ders and to consider every detail. I definitely learned that you re-
ally have to try to understand both sides, and in general I learned 
so much about the judges work and its importance. In the case of 
Bikindi  it was really difficult to draw the line between freedom of 
expression and hate speech.  Also it is really hard from from the 
human side, realizing that people actually had to go trough this 
experience. I would recommend the MICC project to everyone, 
not only to those who are interested in law, because it also teach-
es you to look at so many things from different perspectives.  
In general I would like to send the message that people should 
not only think about themselves, but be more accepting and lis-
tening to each other.”

MICC SCHOOL 2020

Meet New People. 
Meet New Friends.
 WWW.MODEL-ICC.ORG
 #MODEL_ICC
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